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To those of you who do not know me, I am a
professional interior designer based in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. It is my hope that this e- book will
give you insight into working with an interior designer in Puerto Vallarta and beyond.
Whether it’s a facelift or full renovation, addition
or new construction, the process of interior design always remains the same. Concept, planning and execution! This is my specialty.
If you are thinking of taking the plunge yourself and moving to our wonderful corner of the
world, I can tell you from personal experience
that it is a great adventure that you will never regret. I wouldn’t change a thing.
My journey to Puerto Vallarta has been a dream
come true.
This e-book is dedicated to the latest trends in interior design and decoration in Puerto Vallarta.
Here’s hoping that Puerto Vallarta brings all your
dreams to life. Create beautiful surroundings that
are an extension of you. Express yourself through
your home!
Enjoy and please don’t hesitate to contact me
with comments or questions.

- Umberto

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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theauthor

Umberto began his 35 year interior design career in New York City and Los Angeles,
where he worked as a designer in the homes of the rich, famous and iconic. Now
that he happily lives south of the border in Puerto Vallarta, he is excited to bring his
interior design work to his many wonderful neighbors. Umberto works with clients in
all budget levels. From condos to mansions, rental apartments to vacation homes,
Umberto does it all.
It is Umberto’s passion to bring unique, well thought-out designs to complement the
varied personalities of each client. It is his philosophy to work hand in hand with each
client so that they will receive exactly what they are looking for in their homes interior
design.
Umberto’s view on interior design is to
plan, plan, and plan upfront so that there
will be no surprises in either the budget or
the design. “I love my clients, and a cooperative spirit coupled with creativity
brings both of us together,” said Umberto.
Prospective clients are encouraged to
visit Umberto’s website where they’ll discover his design philosophy, profile and
gallery of projects. For more information or to schedule an informal consultation, Umberto’s Interior Design Studio
may be contacted directly via e-mail.

umberto@umbertostudio.com
www.umbertostudio.com
Cell: 044 322 120 2931
U.S. Tel: 702 448 5153

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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making the
move
Cashing out and hitting the road for great
adventures south of the border

It all happened so fast! I guess for me that was a good
thing since I didn’t really have time to think about how
permanent and drastic what I was about to do.

In 2004, my partner and I were living in Santa Monica,
California. We had three houses, a Land Rover, a Mercedes, two businesses with offices and many employees,
25 years’ worth of possessions, and 2 pug puppies! Everything one collects during 25 years of living in one place.

Why not shake things
up? Really, change
my life? Sell everything
and go on an adventure? We opted for
change!

Having just turned 50 years old, it was time to ponder my life and what comes next? Should
I continue to work twelve hour days and keep everything together as it was or shake things
up and say enough is enough?
Why not shake things up? Really, change my life? Sell everything and go on an adventure?
We opted for change!
We sold, gave away and hauled off stuff that we had collected and held onto for 25 years.
I can’t tell you how many truckloads of 25 years of accumulation that were hauled off as
junk. As far as the businesses, we consolidated them and luckily had very trustworthy and
capable employees who we could depend on to keep things rolling, although we downsized to minimal operation.
After the goodbyes and farewell parties, we left our friends and the comfortable life we had
worked so hard to create in Los Angeles. Traveling light, off we went to the airport with 10 of
the largest suitcases we could find and our two dogs. We had no idea that the phrase “10
bags and 2 dogs” would later become our mantra. Every time we move, it is the same 10
and 2. It means that we have stopped being collectors. Life becomes much simpler when
you no longer feel the need to accumulate material things. Living on the light side is good.
We headed for a rental house in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico that we had arranged the month
before while on a quick trip to Mexico.
Puerto Vallarta is a wonderful place, and was the perfect place to start our adventure. We
were able to ease into a different culture. After 50 years of Americans and Canadians invading their once sleepy fishing village, the people of Puerto Vallarta have learned to ac6
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Something here.

commodate us and speak English and most importantly understand our very American
mindset.
Most businesses are geared to doing business with us, so while it was a big change, it was
much easier than moving to a foreign country that didn’t have the experience with Americans that the people of Puerto Vallarta have.
People from Puerto Vallarta are known in México as “Pata Saladas,” or ”Sandy Feet.” That’s
who they are. That always reminds me of living in New York. We always said that Californians
have the feet in the sand, due to the slower paced lifestyle and easy going nature. “Don’t
worry be happy” is truly is a rule the Mexican culture lives by and I love it.
web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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While living in Vallarta and creating our dream home,
we started vacationing further south of the border, to
South America and fell in love with Buenos Aires. Adventure called once again and we sold our place in
Vallarta. We packed our 10 suitcases and 2 dogs and
headed for Buenos Aires, Argentina and built a new life
there. We purchased an incredible French style apartment and found life there so fantastic. The Argentine
culture is so different that Mexico, even down to the dialect of Spanish they speak. We really were immersed
in a truly different culture. It was quite a culture shock.
While living in Mexico, I felt comfortable with my Spanish
but once we made the move to South America, they
speak Castilian Spanish, so I was completely lost. The language is not just a dialect, but almost a new language,
so I had to hire a teacher and start almost all over again.

People from Puerto
Vallarta are known in
México as “Pata Saladas,” or ”Sandy Feet.”
That’s who they are.
That always reminds
me of living in New York.
We always said that
Californians have the
feet in the sand, due
to the slower paced
lifestyle and easy going nature. “Don’t worry be happy” is truly is a
rule the Mexican culture lives by and I love
it.

It was a great experience and once again, through vacations, we developed an ever- increasing interest in Uruguay, specifically Punta del Este.. Well, before you know
it, we had sold the apartment in Buenos Aires and were
off to Punta del Este. We purchased a 10 acre “chacra” or mini, non-working farm. Our only
crop was gardens full of flowers and fields of lavender. The house was a 120 year old farm
house. Very beautiful and very idyllic, but a little too quiet for us.
By then we had developed a pattern of every few years picking up and moving, we were
officially nomads and enjoying the adventure.
In the end, we made a decision that Vallarta was our paradise and moved back 3 years
ago. Our adventure was a wonderful experience but maybe our nomad days are over and
finally we really do feel Vallarta is our true home. But you never know!!! We still have our 10
suitcases and 2 dogs!

8
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leaving
Letting Go

it all behind

How do you let go of the things that you have collected over
the years with such vigor and passion? After all, these things are
part of you and in a sense, even define you. Like old friends who
are there for you through thick and thin. Without them, your life
would seem incomplete.
Most people I know are similar to me. They spent their 20’s and
30’s amassing material wealth. When you reach your 50’s it starts
to become less important to you. In my case, I began using the
things that I had so proudly accumulated less frequently, and
started viewing them as expendable.

My mantra is the
same- 10 large suitcases and 2 dogs. The rest
can be replaced and
you can’t let it tie you
down. Trust me - after
the first couple of times
it’s a piece of cake. I
can now move in a
matter of days.

‘Why do I have all this stuff?’ I wondered. The memories of collecting all my material belongings were much better than the thought of owning them now.
When we decided to “make the move”, there were major considerations. How do we disassemble
25 years of a life full of purchasing and collecting? You accumulate these things believing that they
will be with you for life. Now you are going to part with possessions that gave you security and joy,
but at the same time have limited or stopped you from going where you could go and doing what
you would like do.
I have many friends who maintain storage units where they stow away all the things they just can’t
part with. They know that one day they will have to revisit this stuff and make a decision on what to
do with it. The storage bills are a continual reminder of the need to do something about all the possessions they have stowed away, and move on.
As you buy things you feel like they have such great value, especially collectables and antiques.
When you decide to let go of these things you learn that they have very little value and it’s hard to
get rid of them
I must admit that each time you do this, it becomes easier. I was more experienced with ”letting
go” and knew that my life would still be happy and complete without these possessions that had
seemed so important just months earlier.
10
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Possessions are like a
beautiful love affair that
comes to an end. But you
will always have them they stay with you in the
form of great memories. The memories of the
courtship, romance and
finally, an amazing relationship - they all live with
you forever.
Don’t get me wrong! I still collect and
purchase material items, but I do it
knowing that they will not own me. I
can walk away from them, and still be
the same person and lead a happy life.

es

My mantra is the same- 10 large suitcasand 2 dogs. The rest can be replaced
and you can’t let it tie you down. Trust
me - after the first couple of times it’s a
piece of cake. I can now move in a
matter of days.
The last time we put up our home for
sale in Uruguay, we waited until we
sold to decide where to live next. We
had 25 days to choose a place to live,
pack up our 10 suitcases and 2 dogs
and leave for our new adventure. I
still believe that the memories of the
beautiful things you own are better
than the reality of them owning you.

Possessions are like a beautiful love affair that comes to an end. But you will always have them - they
stay with you in the form of great memories. The memories of the courtship, romance and finally, an
amazing relationship - they all live with you forever.

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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finding

a dream home
designing in
paradise

Finding your dream home and
design in paradise.
Ok, so your realtor has shown you a great place. There are
some decorating or design issues that have you wondering if
you should go ahead and buy your potential dream home.

A designer/client relationship is a very special connection. You
know when it’s right!

That’s the time to call a designer. Most people don’t really stop
and think that a good designer is happy to meet you for an
initial consultation and give you input at no charge. In fact, you can meet with a few designers to
get different ideas and feedback.
Both the designer and the client gain from this consultation. You must know if there is a mutual vision
for a project without at the very least an hour walk through of the project talking style, budget, possibilities, personalities.
12
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A designer/client relationship is a very special connection. You know when it’s right! At times it’s a
relationship that involves more than 1 client. Married couple have their own way of working together
and a designer needs to blend with both and understand all the family’s needs and way of working
through a project involving their home.
A realtor brings in a trusted interior designer to give the client feedback and ideas on how to make a
property their dream home gains in their client relationship and helps close sales. A property may have
been passed on just because the
client didn’t know that the changes
they wanted are simple and can be
completed on a budget.
Whether you are in the position of
just purchasing or are already a
homeowner, thinking about changes in your home should always be
based on your lifestyle and they way
you live but we also always need to
consider that these decisions may
affect us down the road someday if
we decide to sell.

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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understanding
your

interior design
needs

Understanding Your Interior Design Needs
Getting what you want, the way you want it will always be easier
with a professional at your side. Using their experience, knowledge and expertise to assure a great result at the price you want.
You set the budget and together we decide what we do,
when and how!

Designing, decorating…it’s all so confusing. What do you want
and how do you get
it?

Designing, decorating…it’s all so confusing. What do you want and how do you get it?
You tell Umberto your needs and he will work with you as a partner to get the results you want and
bring it in on budget!
Over the years the interior design business has changed drastically. The days of a designer deciding
what you need and running the show are long gone. Today clients know what they want and have
a budget in mind.
Whether you know exactly what you want and just need someone to execute the design or need
help developing the design, Umberto can bring out the best of a design partnership working together to create the home of your dreams.
We will decide on a value-based design fee that is within your budget and without surprises – go into
the project knowing exactly what you are paying for design fees.
14
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Umberto is also very adept at working with out of town clients. With email and technology it’s become so easy to keep in contact and the client has complete control and sees the progress on the
project as well as any options in every aspect of the project.
You are able to return to your paradise dream home – complete and ready to enjoy.

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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puerto
vallarta’s

signature style

Puerto Vallarta’s Signature Style
Enjoy our beautiful paradise and still have all the comforts of
home.
Vallarta has developed a signature style that now includes
modern décor blended with the best of Puerto Vallarta’s art
and culture. All the comforts of home are available.
It is possible to have the perfect home in Vallarta, decorated
exactly as you have always envisioned. No settling for less and
no stress!

A good designer always completes detailed planning and
budgeting AND follows the agreed upon
terms, managing costs
accordingly.
If you follow these
guidelines, you can sail
away to a happy de-

You would be surprised how affordable working with a designer
can be! In fact, getting exactly what you want the first time can save you quite a bit of money down
the road. Repainting for the third time to get that just right, “Vallarta feel,” is a lot of money that could
have been perfect the first time.
As an interior designer and owner of the Vallarta-based Umberto Design Studio, , I am often asked a
number of questions about interior design and decorating in Puerto Vallarta, both the process and
the fees.
Design fees and costs in Puerto Vallarta
Work with your designer to come up with a fee structure that you are comfortable with. This is extremely important.
In Puerto Vallarta, designers allow for either a set fee or a by the hour arrangement. This allows for
flexibility. (Fun?)
16
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Design that reflects your tastes and lifestyle
as well as the flavor of Puerto Vallarta
Naturally, it is important to work with an
experienced designer to get the end
product you desire. During the initial
consultation, both the designer and client get a good sense of whether they
are a good match, and if they have the
right chemistry to work well together.
If the pre-planning with your interior designer
is thorough, as it must be, then you will know
exactly what you’re going to get. From the
furniture placement to new wall additions,
pre-planning allows you to know down to
the last detail what you need. But make
sure that you have an extremely efficient,
organized interior designer who plans!
Keeping the project on budget… it’s not as
hard as you think!
A good Vallarta designer always completes detailed planning and budgeting
AND follows the agreed-upon terms, managing costs accordingly.
If you follow these guidelines, you can sail
away to a happy design.
Finally…
Every project and budget is different. Find a
designer whom you feel comfortable working with. You have to be compatible, in both vision and working styles. You are doing to be working
very close and on a personal basis.
If it’s your first purchase in Vallarta or interested in giving your house a “fluff-up,” facelift or a complete
renovation, please give me a call for a free initial consultation. I love working with clients who share
a passion to create a wonderful environment. I pride myself at making my clients as comfortable as
possible, every step of the way, and always within budget.

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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staying
on track
Staying on Track and on Budget With Your Interior
Designer

& on budget

Whether it’s a new home, re-do, decorating, complete makeover, small, medium or large- it’s all the
same, as far as the process. All the time spent researching, planning, reviewing floor plans, furniture
arrangement to scale on your floor plan, doing paper to size
cut outs, looking at paint, color samples, etc. at all times of the
day.

Plan, plan and plan
some more!

The more you explore and define your plan, style colors, furniture, etc. the better the results you can
achieve. Specification sheets for every piece of furniture can save you time, money and the disappointment of not achieving the result you expected, or even worse- a piece of furniture custom
made may not enter the hallways, doorways. The most successful projects are well planned, executed and come in on or under budget.
How do you achieve that?
Design, planning and organization, DIY or a professional designer or a DIY project – the same sound
principles apply; dependable contractors, tradesmen, suppliers and vendors.
Planning is the legwork part; don’t take anything for granted. Each element has a great importance.
Organization is the paperwork part of it is selecting the elements, samples, budgets, timeline, contracts with payment timeline deposits and progress payments to incentivize your contractors, tradesmen, suppliers, and vendors.
Again, with each of these categories, it’s the time and effort you spend working on the plan, each
time you work on a design project that you discover an overlooked detail or a better design or even
a major problem that could be easily avoided in the planning stage but could be very costly later
in the project.
Plan, plan and plan some more.

18
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nittygritty
Initial Meeting
Eleven critical questions must be discussed in the initial meeting
and start of the design process. These are questions that only
you and I can answer together:
• Who will be using the space and what are
their various needs?
• How many people will be using the space
and who are these people?
• What are your style and color preferences?
• How long will the space be used? Daily?
Monthly? Seasonally?
• Is the property a principal residence, 2nd
home or an investment?
• What does the client hope to achieve
through commissioning the work?
• What is the scope of work?
• What is the budget?
• Do you have furnishing or are you shipping
furnishings into the country?
• What is the time frame for completion? Are
you comfortable with the design fees, payment schedule, contracts?

Great design looks
amazing,
beautiful,
unplanned… but the
truth is that interior design is a process.

Great design looks amazing, beautiful, unplanned… but the truth is that interior design is a process.
The perfect home looks as if it was born that way. The work behind the scenes in a great interior design is always invisible. There is a process that creates this wonderful environment which is achieved
through great vision and style. A creative collaboration between the client and designer. With a
great interior, comes lots and lots of planning.
Creativity, collaboration and execution are the key.

20
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8 key components of the design process:

Concept
Scope of work

Budget
Planning

Specifications
Agreement

Execution
Completion

Details of each component:
Concept: Every project is unique. These are the key elements in the Concept phase. It is critical to
understand the client’s vision to begin the process.
Style: Understanding the client’s aesthetic vision in design. It may vary from minimalist to over the
top dramatic… or somewhere in-between. Blending the interior
with the exterior architecture is highly important.
Fusing the client’s style with the realities of the project create a
home that is grounded and un-forced. It is an art.
Discovering the client’s vision for a particular project is the keystone to success. Someone with traditional taste might wish to
stray from the usual and do something completely tropical due
to the incredible surroundings.
Color pallets, furniture, surfaces, spaces, architectural elements
are all variables that can change with location and the type of
property and how it is going to be used.
Function: How will the house be used? Is it a primary residence,
seasonal property, second home, or will it be rented out?
If the home will be used as a rental property, this may influence
the choices of finishes and fabrics. It is also extremely important
to know the amount of people who will live in the home, the size
of parties that might be given in the home, and the ages of the
occupants.
Architecture: The interior and exterior architecture are usually established, but it is important to fuse the architecture with the new
design- whether that means staying true to the architecture or
fusing the architecture with harmonious styles. It may also mean
renovations -adding or changing architectural elements to create a fresh look for the vision of the finished project.

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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Color Pallet: Color changes everything. Selecting the proper color pallet is crucial and will set a mood and style for the
entire project. Working as a team and deciding on a range
of color is a great beginning to any design project.

Designing and decorating your home
should be exciting and
enjoyable. As in most
relationships, money
can become a problem if things are not upfront and realistic.

Scope of work: It is important to define all the work within the
project and detail what each item entails with estimated costs
for each item. With that information in hand, it is possible to determine a preliminary overall budget.
At times, a client has a pre-determined budget and with that
information, it is important to talk realistically about what can
be achieved for a particular amount. This avoids disappointment and frustrations and helps clarify
the project. Other times clients have a set sum of money to work with and that is the budget. Even
with a smaller budget, much can be accomplished.

Budget: The scope of work should make it easy to determine a rough budget. The budget should be
determined only after all aspects of the project are determined. Changes and additions after work
begins are not only more costly but can change the energy and outcome of the project. The more
detailed the plan the better the outcome.
Designing and decorating your home should be exciting and enjoyable. As in most relationships,
money can become a problem if things are not up-front and realistic.
It is always good to allow for contingencies and unexpected expenses, but the more detailed and
clear the plans and budget are, the more you can rest assured that the project will come in on budget.
Payment schedules: Payment schedules are usually based on progress. A clear understanding
of the payment schedule is critical. The contractors should be on a progress payment schedule
as well as the designer fees. The designer should be paid in phases different from the contractors,
material houses or furniture companies.
The contractors or “trades” involved in the project should also provide estimates of their work.
Any city permit fees need to be included in the budget as well as clean up, condo regulations
and any other ancillary considerations.
In addition, physical changes other than decorating may require an architect and their accompanying fees.
Planning: At this point, with the scope of the work and budget determined, it is time to put it all down
22
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on paper. That includes a 1st draft of the floor plans, estimated costs of all expenses for the project
and timelines. It should include lists of all contractors, materials, furniture, lighting, fixtures, designers’
fees… everything needed to complete the project from start to finish.
This portion of the process gives the client a glimpse of the completed job as well as insight into
whether the budget is within their expectations. This is the moment to discuss changes, cuts or additions. If this estimated cost far exceeds the budget, it’s time to look at scaling back the project or
make adjustments in how the money is being spent.
Specifications - Research and Resources: Researching finishes and sourcing materials/furniture, and
then specifying them are critical to the design and budget. Contractors who provide quality workmanship on-time and on-budget are also of extreme importance. It clarifies what you’re getting
and the costs involved.
web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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Thanks to the internet, it’s easy to see all of the choices available as well as samples of colors, fabrics,
and textures. This is the ideal phase of the project to resolve design and budget issues. There are endless materials, finishes and furniture choices; all great, but usually differ greatly in price. It’s a good time
to look at costs and perhaps change the scope of the work or change furniture, fixtures, finishes or
materials to keep the budget in line without sacrificing the integrity of the design.
Compromises made at this point will ensure you get the design you want without the problems of
being over budget and overstressed. All these changes are on paper at this point and are quite
simple to change. In the later phases of the project they are costly and sometimes heartbreaking.
Agreement: Here the client and designer come to agreement as to what will be done. Final plans
and itemized budgets are prepared and submitted to the client for approval. It’s also one last
chance to address questions, concerns and possible changes. After consideration, the final plans
should be set and the agreement for the project signed.
Execution: With all the details finalized, it is time to talk about a timeframe, start date, work schedule,
progress reports, targeted delivery date and preferred communications regarding progress and reviewing the design.
It’s always a good practice to set up weekly updates or conference calls during the project. Open
communication ensures that everyone is on the same page and is up to date. Site visits are great but
may not be possible; in that case, photos of progress or video clips are helpful. If there are changes
or additions, which are very common with renovation, it’s an absolute necessity to have a pre-arranged form of acknowledging and confirming the change and its additional cost or savings.
Having these signed change orders is critical for all parties. Too many times this aspect of a job can
veer out of control. Keeping a running tab on changes and costs avoids sticker shock at the end of
a job.
Completion: Once the work is completed and approved by the client, the final payments are distributed. Depending on the project, accessories, household items such as linens, kitchen equipment,
art, may be included in a turnkey project or done after the initial project is complete as a secondary
project.
In Summary
Hopefully this will give you some insight into how to enjoy the process of making your dream home
into a reality.
I like to refer to the saying “Well begun is half done,” or in other words,a good beginning assures success.
24
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A good interior designer is successful when the finished product is your vision of comfort and style.
Exactly what you wanted and cost what you planned to spend. It all comes down to the planning
stages! Plan, plan, plan…. And then plan some more!
I believe there are 3 most memorable moments during a project,
• The excitement of starting the project
• The minute things feel like they are falling apart
• When everything comes together

web: www.umbertostudio.com | email: umberto@umbertostudio.com
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interior design
without limits
in vallarta
Interior Design Without Limits In Our Tropical Paradise
of Vallarta

New products, materials and availability have removed the
boundaries on design and decoration in PV
Puerto Vallarta is an amazing, beautiful place to live; there is no
doubt about it. Luckily for us, paradise has become more cosmopolitan with all possible amenities. Still, our climatic paradise
poses a number of challenges when designing and decorating.

We may live in paradise, but we all know
that the sun, heat, humidity, and heavy rainfall can wreak havoc
on our homes. The trick
is to choose materials
wisely.

Interior design is dependent on the use of materials such as paint, wood and fabrics. Without the
specialized knowledge of an interior designer, a project in Vallarta can quickly go awry due to our
climatic conditions.
We may live in paradise, but we all know that the sun, heat, humidity, and heavy rainfall can wreak
havoc on our homes. The trick is to choose materials wisely. We now have a wide array of products
available to us that make great design possible without constant maintenance.
The following are some tips when working with interior design materials in Puerto Vallarta:
Color Pallets: When picking your colors in Puerto Vallarta anything goes. Keep in mind that cool
breezy colors create that casual, cool feeling that many of us are going for. Lighter colors are often
better, but warm feelings may be evoked without feeling hot or heavy.
A blend of Mexican and modern color pallets is very popular in some of today’s most popular homes.
Monotone and neutral colors coupled with art and accent accessories provide just the look many
residents are look for.
Furniture: All wood furniture in your home should be a solid hardwood. Primavera or Parota woods
are two popular choices in our part of the world.

26
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If you fall in love with an antique or rustic piece of furniture that is pine or a soft wood, you should
certainly have it sprayed for termites and check it periodically.
Upholstery: With the availability of hardwood frames, Dacron, foam, Sunbrella fabrics, and other
durable weather-proof cotton, any style upholstered furniture is available to us. We are not limited
to the old Vallarta style concrete bases built-in banquettes, which are not all the comfortable and
limit design.
It is important to still be careful to have some type of wood or man-made material footing on furniture to keep the furniture up off the floor. This provides space for adequate cleaning and helps keep
things dry.
Slipcovers are always an excellent option in Vallarta. These wonderful accoutrements are easily
washable and easy to keep mold free. If stained, slipcovers are always replaceable, unlike the furniture they are protecting.
Window Coverings: Window treatments and shades are much better choices in Puerto Vallarta than
other only curtains or drapes. Great window cover designs and technology specifically designed for
sunny, humid climates are a wonderful innovation.
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If curtains are a must for your decor, make sure they are sun resistant and tightly woven/stable fabrics. Some fabrics easily shrink or stretch in our humidity and sun. Remember that your hard surface
floors require cleaning and this can also be problematic with curtains.
Art: If you choose wood frames, use hardwood frames whenever possible with your hanging pieces.
Once again, termites and mold can be quite problematic.
With the popularity of both traditional and modern oil paintings in interior design, special care must
be taken to protect these special pieces from sun damage. Window shades, tinted glass, or shaded
overhangs are preferable when protecting your precious works of art.
Paint: Ensure that you purchase paint with a high quality mold resistance. Primer is also critical to prolonging painted finishes. High quality mold resistant paints may seem expensive, but will save money
in the end.
Floors: Floors should always be a hard surface in a tropical climate; stone, marble, ceramic, porcelain, or concrete are preferable. If possible use the resin type grout that is extremely hard and resist to
dirt and color changes. Wall to wall carpets are not advisable. It is almost impossible to keep carpets
dry and odor free.
Wood floors are possible but highly problematic. These flooring materials are highly susceptible to
humidity and warping.
Just remember that where dampness and humidity are king, so are stone-based floors or other hard
surface flooring materials.
Area Rugs: In order to create a defined area with color and pattern, area rugs are a must in Puerto
Vallarta. Once again, just be sure that the rug you choose is easy to clean and mold resistant. Also,
keep in mind that hard surface floors must be cleaned frequently, and area rugs can create more
maintenance.
If you use area rugs, make sure that they are easy to move so you can clean under them with ease.
Shade: With our hot sun, shade is always a consideration for residents of Vallarta. Sun and heat loads
can be severely hard on finishes, art and furniture. Properly placed shade can help curtail any problems.
The French style retractable awnings are a great solution if you do not wish to block the sun for the
entire day. If you are using these type of awnings, the best fabric choice is Sunbrella.
Palapas are of the true old Vallarta style and create a perfect ambience. Many clients prefer traditional designs material such as the Palapas. Unfortunately, these require quite a bit of maintenance.
Luckily, every year new products that imitate the Palapas look through synthetic material are more
and more available.
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Terrace Furniture: MicroTex rattan
furniture is great and easy to maintain. Aluminum with mesh is also a
great lightweight option. Cushions
must be covered in Sunbrella or a
similar material.
Also, be aware that in the rainy season (July through September) it is
impossible to leave these cushions
outside, so plan an area where they
can be easily stored.
During the rainy season, it is also important that you store lightweight
aluminum outdoor furniture indoors.
High winds can easily destroy these
pieces.
Sun Position: If there is no shade protection, your interior may easily face the possibility of sun damage. Always remember that the sun in Vallarta changes position drastically from winter to summer. A
terrace that only received gentle sun during the winter may face harsh afternoon sun in the summer
months.
Air Circulation: Being able to enjoy the natural climate and open-air feeling is one of the pleasures of
paradise. Be sure to check for good cross-ventilation.
Ceiling fans are a wonderful, aesthetically pleasing way to create great cross-flow. Ceiling fans not
only circulate the air, but also help with mosquitoes and other annoying bugs.
Air Conditioning: The hot summer months often require air conditioning for comfortable sleeping.
Mini-split air conditioners are very popular here and are often the perfect answer to the air conditioning conundrum. With good design and planning, you can control zones of your living space without
central air for your entire home.
When purchasing mini-splits, it is advisable to go a little oversized for the area you need to cover. Minisplits are sold in tonnage. I suggest 1 ton for every 500 Sq. Ft. of room that you want to cool. There are
virtually unlimited amounts of brands available. Always remember the old adage; you get what you
pay for. This is especially in the case of mini-split air-conditioning units.
Roofs and Rain: Make sure that all terraces and roofs are checked yearly before the rainy season to
avoid costly damages that could be avoidable through maintenance.
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vallarta
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And now as promised, here is a look at what’s hot and
trending in Vallarta..
As a designer, I feel that keeping my ear to the ground and
knowing the latest trends in real estate, interior design, decoration and arts is a big part of my work. Not just in Puerto Vallarta,
but internationally as well since we’re not just North Americans
anymore.

As a designer, I feel that
keeping my ear to the
ground and knowing
the latest trends in real
estate, interior design,
decoration and arts is
a big part of my work.

I have interviewed realtors, developers, designers, home furnishing and material stores,art galleries, as well as some of Puerto Vallarta’s residents, known for their
incredible taste and eye toward the future. We asked what they are seeing and gathered a sampling of each segment of interior design to give you an overview of the overall trends right here in
our town.
Space and Style
Creating more open spaces continues to be the leading trend. Today’s lifestyle demands open
concept living, especially in Vallarta, where lifestyle and entertaining are a priority. “Open Concept”
is a must rather than an option. No one wants to be cut off for the world in a closed in kitchen or dining room.
Soft contemporary interiors mixed with signature pieces that add flavor and make it personalized
are the norm. Today’s contemporary interiors are softer and more neutral than in the past and allow
for blending of many styles of furnishings, art and accessories.
There is a bigger focus on long term value and warmth. Homeowners are more willing to wait for
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the right furnishings and know that they are getting
quality and individuality. Welcoming and friendly are
key words. Casual elegance is a theme throughout,
even in the higher-end markets.
Color Pallet
Neutral pallets continue to be mandatory, but the
neutrals pack a little more punch. Gray, white and
beige rule but they are charged with more depth.
They are the neutrals that are more than off white but
still provide for a soothing backdrop for a wide range
of furniture, accessories and lighting.
All colors are nature based rather than the bold brighter colors of the past. It’s all about color hue,
density and tone, but in a neutral family of colors. All colors provide for comfortable, easy living backgrounds that allow the focus to be more on art, accessories and the people in the space.
These colors offer a great opportunity to splash color in a room without overwhelming the surroundings. Breathtaking views, lush tropical greenery from outdoors take center stage.
Another concept goes back to quality. A stone floor and other architectural elements are permanent. As color pallets and trends change, these basic elements will remain timeless.
Architectural Elements
Since quality and longevity are more important , the permanent architectural elements of a home
are more important than ever. The flooring, windows, doors and cabinetry are the bones of the
house. There’s an even greater emphasis on these elements. Durable and high quality is mandatory.
Stone, porcelain and ceramic rule in flooring,trending more toward stone floors in matte finishes and
lighter colors that arevery neutral with an eye toward longevity and quality.
Kitchens and baths are trending more and more towards European cabinetry systems with stone
flooring, bathroom walls and countertops.
The array of great doors and windows that we have available here in Vallarta is simply amazing!
Window treatments should be used for function. Privacy and protection from the sun, not just decoration.
A very famous friend of mine always said, “A truly great house doesn’t need window treatments and
elaborate curtains.” Try not to decorate with window treatments. Use sparingly and as a functional
element.
Decoration
Furniture has become a blend of clean lines and furniture of all periods and styles including of course
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some the more refined Mexican artisan styles of furniture.
Eye for Design and Art with a true signature styleVallarta has given me the great pleasure of getting
to know Liz Miller, a good friend. In my opinion, a true visionary in interior design, decoration and art.
Although her background is in publishing, having served as the publisher of Los Angeles Magazine,
it’s clear to see that her passion is in the decorative arts. With a very discerning eye, she has put together an amazing Vallarta retreat on Vallarta’s South Shore.
Her home captures your imagination the moment you enter. The architectural elements and upholstered pieces are white and variations thereof, right on trend, and allow the incredible art pieces to
take center stage, all with an amazing Pacific view that can’t be beat.
She said, “My palette is white and I like accessories to be bold and oversized to create a more modern feel. I also like to use statement pieces like my coffee table which is a Howdah - a teak platform
that used to carry a Maharaja on the back of an elephant!” says Liz.
Liz describers her style as Mexican Shabby Chic; oversized white slip-covered furniture accented
with contemporary Mexican and Oaxacan pillows, 5-foot tall hand-painted Mexican talavera pots
(called Tibors), combined with contemporary art and lighting fixtures, but it all provides the background for an impressive art collection by Rogelio Diaz. Diaz is a fabulous local PV artist who is considered by many as Mexico’s Jean-Michel Basquiat.
“To me this is what living in Vallarta is all about! You can create your home and lifestyle within the
beautiful surroundings of this tropical paradise.” Liz Miller, a true Vallarta trendsetter.
Art and Accessories
Galleria Dante | Claire Guarniere of Galleria Dante, Vallarta’s largest and most eclectic art gallery,
recently spoke with me regarding Vallarta trends in art purchasing and collecting. Representing
more than 60 international artists, ranging from museum quality masterpieces to works created by
emerging artists, primarily Mexican, Claire has been overseeing the trends in art and sculpture in Vallarta for over 18 years.
On the subject of the latest trends, Claire said, “being a tourist town we see everything from the
emotional sale to first time buyers to seasoned art collectors. Some collectors only buy art that makes
them happy, while others purchase thought-provoking, intense art. With the increase of real estate
purchases, we are seeing both the purchase of art as an investment, but also decorative. At one
point 100% of art sold was shipped, but now 50% stays locally.
Two dimensional art is always more popular, sculpture is a harder sell, partly due to cost, but also
placement. But for the sculpture lover we have one of the largest selections of sculpture than almost any gallery anywhere. Warm colors, such as red and oranges sell more than cooler blues and
purples.
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At one time the majority of art was purchased by American consumers, but with the growth of Vallarta and the fluctuating exchange rate, we are seeing more Canadian and Mexican consumers.
As far as what sells best: That is really personal taste. If you surreal art is your passion, Israel ZZepda is
one of the best. For Classical - Guillermo Gomez & Alvaro Zardoni, for naif - Ignacio Guerrero, for contemporary - Oscar Zamarripa, Guillermo Brockmann, Brewster Brockmann, for whimsy - Miguel angel
Martin del Campo, master of bird and fowl - Cherie Sibley, portrait and realism - Nicolas Gomez, for
expressionism -Yvan Genest.
Every year there are new artists, new styles, keeping the market fresh and exciting. Latin-American
art is popular, a good value and a good investment.
Christopher Wynn | Christopher Wynn’s studio continues to be a favorite spot offering clients tasteful
fine furnishings and accessories. Christopher has a great esthetic for blending elegance with scale
and style using the best artisans Mexico has to offer. The end result is right on trend for Vallarta’s signature style. With his fusion of contemporary and Mexican flavors, Christopher’s studio can help you
find just the right piece that your home needs to celebrate the Mexican culture.
Christopher says of his unique style, “I believe that my shop represents a blend of Mexican style and
tradition with an upscale look. I see the trend continuing to be a beautiful blend of the old with the
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new, with both the city and seascape looking towards the future while persevering and respecting
the past.”
Always with exquisite flare, Christopher offers shoppers a tasteful and unique experience. Whether
it be an over-sized hand-carved armoire or hand-crafted silver inlaid jewel box, owner Christopher
Wynn’s self named boutique is a must stop for those seeking the finest signature piece for their home.
Fabrics
Large upholstered pieces or slipcovers in very neutral colors: small chairs, ottomans, pillows
are free to run the color and pattern spectrum. This is an area you can express yourself, knowing that these elements are easy to change. Cotton is always king! Sunbrella for outdoors
and the lighter weight Sunbrella for interiors should encompass solids in neutral colors or linen
textures.
Real Estate and Interior Design
In order to offer a complete overview of the trends, I interviewed four of Vallarta’s top realtors
and developers. As Puerto Vallarta grows and becomes more internationally sophisticated
and cosmo
politan, our tropical paradise is evolving in design esthetic as well as art.
From a buyer or owners perspective, it’s very important to be educated in this background
music so that the house you want will reflect your taste and style and have your signature.
There are many decisions on elements that should always be considered as far as adding
value to the home with an eye on resale.
To get the “big picture” of how design trends and real estate trends come together, I interviewed four “Super Agents/Brokers” in Vallarta. These are the big boys! Here are their
thoughts. All of their contact information is listed below in the credits.
Vallarta Goes International

Gary Ford, PV Realty | Famous for his celebrity home sales
and jet-set clients, Gary Ford, a key realtor in Vallarta with
PV Realty, commented on the ever increasing international
buyers who are purchasing in Puerto Vallarta and their specific taste and needs in interior design. Once dominated by
North Americans, Vallarta has now become a “hot spot” for
many Europeans as well as South Americans.
Regarding this trend, Gary said, “The trend of sophisticated
buyers from worldwide destinations has demanded an expanded decor concept. Seeking the right Design Professional is more essential than ever.”
PV Realty’s history goes back to Vallarta’s growth from a
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sleepy fishing village to international playground with celebrities such as John Huston, Elizabeth Taylor, Richard and Susan Burton, as well as many executives and professionals of international consortiums.
Carl Timothy of Timothy Real Estate | Recently Carl told me that, “Every one of us has our own particular taste and idea of what our home should look like. If you are going to be renting out your
property, or if you plan on selling it in the next few years to upgrade or make a change, homeowners should keep in mind that drastically different interior designs can limit the re-sale market for their
home and even limit the potential rental market. This of course has an effect on the investment
value. This is why I recommend the use of a talented professional designer whenever possible. Buyers
loved to be surprised by quality and great taste.”
Also, Carl commented on specific trends and great tips on trends – what’s hot and what’s not;
• Condominiums remain stronger than single family residences.
• The trend on Condominiums has been to downsize. Less maintenance and less expense. In
any of the newer developments the first units to sell are the 1 bedroom or even studio units
that are priced well.
• For the Baby Boomers in the mid price ranges, less means less expensive maintenance so the
average buyer is not necessarily looking for a gym, spa, tennis courts, beach club, etc. Most
people like a common area pool and a nice elevator for ease. For the higher end buyer who
is now coming back into the market, some of those amenities are important.
• Chocolate brown cabinets and furnishings came and left. They are now dated. Most buyers
like slick modern European style cabinetry or real wood in various finishes but almost always
showing the grain.
• Most of our clients hire a local designer that has the connections needed to reproduce furniture to order whether that be in Puerto Vallarta, Guadalajara, or Mexico City. This minimizes
trips and stress knowing that a professional with experience is taking care of their needs will
saving them money in the long run.
Carl has a great article on his blog packed full of great stats on sales, etc. – check it out
http://timothyrealestategroup.com/blog/2012-market-update-and-2013s-new-season/
Wayne Franklin of Tropicasa Realty | As one of the most trusted and well-known realtors in Vallarta,
Franklin shared his insight into the real estate market with me. What’s selling, why and what helps
certain properties move and what can hinder sales.
Pricing
Condos continue to be the mainstay of purchasers, mostly in the lower ends, although there
has been some movement in properties over $500K. While large homes have had a lot of activity in the past six months, they seem to be being hit harder financially in relation to purchase
price vs. listing price. There are simply fewer buyers for these big homes right now.
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Home size
2 bedroom condos still seem to be the favorite, although smaller sizes are selling well due to
smaller price points. One bedrooms close to the beach are also doing well, but not in the
hillsides.
Amenities that sell
People still buy bathrooms and kitchens. Building amenities are also important in certain price
points (upper end) as the more the price is, the more features and amenities buyers want,
such as gyms, big/fancy pools, security/concierge, etc.
Furnishings and style
We see a diversion in Americans. A lot of Canadians want the Mexican style furnishings while
many clients from the U.S. would like either modern or colonial. Mexican nationals are looking
for more contemporary.
Color Pallets
Soothing and warm colors are preferred over the brighter more traditional Mexican color
schemes.
Floors
Quality flooring adds value. Old small ceramic tiles simply don’t fly anymore.
Doors and Cabinetry
Architectural elements need to be consistent with the architectural detail of the property.
Inconsistencies in periods and styles means remodeling and dollars to perspective buyers
Trend in purchasing furnishing for new buyers
New buyers are living with what comes with the property for the most part. There seems to be
enough variety that people are buying local. However, shops need to be price sensitive. That
seems to be a recurring theme as well. Buyers find the cost to ship and keep their personal
things outweighs selling everything and buying new here in some cases.
Franklin’s Overview of the market in general---Franklin recently said that, “While the market has seen a fairly dramatic uptick in activity in
relation to showings and even offers in some segments of the market this season, buyers continue to remain price conscious. Buyers who perceive that a property is priced at retail levels
will show no activity, no matter what marketing takes place and how hard agents try to get
clients to see a property. Buyers want to know that the property is priced properly for the market to even take a look at it. Then will they decide if it’s worth making an offer on. Pricing is key
in this market to see any level of success on a sale. Trying to outwit a buyer by overpricing a
property to only negotiate down will not work.”
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Ron Morgan, Broker of Ron Morgan Real Estate | We have noticed a dramatic change in real estate sales prices which has been dictated by the economic situation we had in the past few years.
Buyers have become more selective on the kind of property they want as far as size, location, price
range and maintenance fees.
Condominiums are by far what sell the most and one and two bedrooms are in demand.
The more amenities a development offers the higher the HOA fees, people looking into buying real estate have often expressed the fact that they do not care as much to have a view
or a pool, they rather be close to entertainment and dining.
Buyers have always had different requests when purchasing a property, among them are a
view, close to the beach, pet-friendly and the more common than all others, the right price.
Client’s preference in styles are as varied as the colors in the rainbow. Some buyers prefer
traditional design with brick accents and Saltillo tile and some prefer the luxury of marble and
modern design. Décor has had a boom in Puerto Vallarta where buyers can get pieces from
a variety of styles including Mexican or European and even custom made furniture. Art preferences are in all price ranges and styles from classic, to contemporary or commercial. Even
though Vallarta has quite a few furniture and decoration stores, Tlaquepaque and Guadalajara offer an even wider assortment of styles and prices.
To summarize in a few quick phrases;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open spaces
Neutral environment for the permanent architectural elements
Window treatments only as needed for function
Large upholstery or slip-covered pieces in neutral tones
Furnishings to your taste
Add color, pattern to create your style and signature
Art as you like it

Remember less is more. Yearly updating and maintenance is always a trend.
Once you have created your dream home, don’t forget to do a yearly assessment of what needs to
be done to keep the house up to date. It may be freshening up some things, regular maintenance,
cleaning, painting or all of the above. Our brutal climate can wreck havoc on your home so it is
imperative to keep up on maintenance before all of your hard work falls apart.
Don’t forget to de-clutter! It’s amazing how much we collect in a year. Take a good look around
you and you will see it.
Maybe before starting your project decide what can go. De-clutter at least once a year. Once you
have cleaned out the clutter, it’s easy to move forward.
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closing
thoughts
Puerto Vallarta is truly an escape from the norm. We are free to
live a wonderful lifestyle that we create. Our homes and living
style should reflect that freedom of spirit.
Most of us come from cities or towns where it’s all about keeping up and be sure we fit in. Here in our tropical paradise, we
can shed those limitations and step out there! Be inspired by
our surroundings and still inject our personality into our designs
and decoration.

Surround yourself with
people who can guide
you. That doesn’t
mean giving up your vision, just having someone experienced in
interior design to make
your vision come to life!

Whether your style is contemporary, old Vallarta, Soho loft,
Mexican arts and crafts or modern, you are free to create what makes you happy. I can’t imagine
a style or feeling that doesn’t fit in if it is your vision. It’s truly a chance to develop your personal style
and reflect it in your home.
From crisp clean white to brilliant color, sleek contemporary furniture to local handmade Mexican
furniture or classic stone floors to hand painted Mexican tiles, be yourself!
The most beautiful homes reflect the owner’s style and taste as well as show the love and attention
to detail that has been given. Home design is art. Whether you are given a blank slate or are recreating or restoring, always put your heart and soul into it and it will show and give you so much pleasure
in return.
Surround yourself with people who can guide you. That doesn’t mean giving up your vision, just having someone experienced in interior design to make your vision come to life!
Remember, design and decoration is a team sport! For me the best projects are a product of a wonderful working relationship of the client and the designer, working as a team. This relationship needs
to work together. Neither party can be independent of the other.
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The client and designer need to be interdependent on one another. I am always reminded of that
when I don’t have the right solution to a problem or I’m stuck in a mind set or mental block and the
client will say “What about if we…………..,” and bingo! Problem solved and the project is so much
better for it.
Have fun and enjoy the journey. There is an ancient Chinese proverb that I believe is very appropriate for design and decoration of a home:
“Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not in finishing an activity but in doing it.”
And added by a local “Pata Salada”… “Never postpone joy!”
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Carl Timothy | Timothy Real Estate Group
website: www.timothyrealestategroup.com
email: carl@timothyrealestategroup.com
Ignacio L. Vallarta 130, Local 7
Col. Emiliano Zapata
Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, México 48380
Office Tel: 322.223.5300
US Toll Free: 877.204.7730 | CAN Toll Free: 877.382.4106
USA Fax: 424.288.5505 | MX Fax: 322.223.5300

Wayne “Franklin” Franklin | Tropicasa Realty
webiste: www.tropicasarealty.com
email: info@tropicasa.com
Púlpito 145-A, Olas Altas
Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, México 48380
Phone: 011.52.322.222.6505
Fax: 011.52.322.222.2555

Gary Douglas Ford | PV Realty

website: http://www.pvre.com
email: garyford@pvre.com
Av Mexico 1320-2
Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, México 48380
Phone: 322.222.4288|322.223.2840 | Fax: 322.222.4287
USA & CANADA, please add: 011.52 prefix
Fax: 011.52.322.222.4287
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Claire Guarniere |Galleria Dante

website: www.galleriadante.com
email: info@galleriadante.com
Basilio Badillo 269
Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, México 48380
office: 222.2477 (U.S. or Canada add prefix 011.52.322)
cell: 044.322.229.6648
Save toll charges to Mexico by calling our Michigan based numbers:
810-GD-DANTE (810.433.1683) | 269.282.6865 | 269.282.8576 |269.282.8926

Ron Morgan | Ron Morgan Real Estate

A.S.I.D./Estate & Rental Agent
website: www.sisivallarta.com | www.ronmorgan.net
email: ron@ronmorgan.net | rmorgannewmex@hotmail.com
office: 011.52.322.222.6678 | fax: 011.52.322.221.6046
cell: 011.52.1.322.150.5471
USA: 323.315.2569

Christopher Wynn | Christopher Wynn Designs
email: christopherwynnpv@yahoo.com
Pulpito 146
Col. Emiliano Zapata
Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, México 48380
office: 322.222.9390

Michael Paul Henderson | BBG Design | Big Bang Group
website: www.bigbanggroup.com | www.michaelpaulhenderson.com
email: paul@bigbanggroup.com
2274 Kirby Parkway
Memphis, TN 38119 USA
studio: 901.730.6115
Mobile: 310.346.7604
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Adam L. Rockwell | Rockwell Information Solutions, LLC
Innovative Writing That Gets Results
website: www.rockwellinformation.com
email: adam@rockwellinformation.com
7113 Belle Fontaine Blvd. | Suite #100
Madison, WI 53562 USA
office: 715.808.1821

Patrick Harrison | P.GRINGO
Marketing - Public Relations - Solutions
email: patrick@pgringo.com
Ecuador 1085, Penthouse
Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco MX 48350
(HM MX) 322.223.1374
(HM & CELL US) 206.529.4881
(CL MX) 52.322.185.3681
(RADIO) NEXTEL 92*10*842
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